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•This slide, created by David Jaffray and presented in the IAEA report “Imaging in
Radiotherapy”, illustrates the difference between image‐based radiation therapy
and image‐guided radiation therapy. It shows the progression of the radiation
therapy workflow towards an image‐informed process, in which images from a
variety of sources are used in the design of the therapy. These images are
registered (see +) and fused for visualization and manual or automated
segmentation. The use of these images requires a strong understanding of the
origin of the image signal and verification that this signal is faithfully transferred
through to the planning and delivery components. Imaging in the treatment
room is now being more broadly employed to both evaluate geometric targeting
(e.g., cone‐beam CT, tomotherapy, ultra‐sound) and the radiation delivered
(portal dosimetry).
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•This slide is defining and describing what is meant with IGRT and the benefit of
applying IGRT



•The idea of IGRT is not new. Various examples exist of in‐house solutions developed
some time ago. This 50‐year old example is using the same principles as applied
nowadays in planar kV imaging, and allows in addition to perform portal dosimetry.
•Technical details: The base part of the construction was a sturdy ring (460 cm), partly
sunk in the floor, that could rotate through an angle of 540 degrees. On the inner surface
of the ring were attached: a 2200 curie cobalt source, a small 120 kVp diagnostic X‐ray
unit, an image intensifier coupled to a Vidicon TV camera, and a counterweight that also
acted as a protection shield and contained ionisation chambers for transit dosimetry.















Virtual portal image generation can be accomplished by a TPS by substituting energy
shifted attenuation coefficients for CT data sets yielding digitally‐reconstructed
radiographs (DRRs). These DRRs with the treatment field superimposed can be used for
comparison with the portal images obtained with the patient in the treatment position
on the treatment machine. DRRs from treatment fields are not always showing sufficient
anatomical details. For that reason often two orthogonal large fields are used to verify
the position of the isocenter and the corresponding EPID fields.



An overview of the characteristics and clinical use of the various types of EPIDs can ber
found in: W. van Elmpt, L. McDermott, S. Nijsten, M. Wendling, P. Lambin and B.
Mijnheer "A literature review of electronic portal imaging for radiotherapy dosimetry",
Radiother Oncol 88, 289‐309 (2008).
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At The Netherlands Cancer Institute – Antoni van Leeuwenhoek Hospital (NKI‐AVL) the
matrix liquid‐filled ionization has been developed and positioned in the same support as
used for portal films. The arrows indicate the various degrees of freedom that may cause
a deviation between the planned and observed patient anatomy and field borders.



Images (a) and (b) show a matrix liquid‐filled ionization type of EPID, while image (c)
shows an RTT looking at a screen with a portal image. The right image at the bottom
shows a portal image projected on a digitally‐reconstructed radiograph (DRR) to indicate
possible setup errors.



Example of the effect of portal imaging on the positioning of patients treated in the
pelvic region.



The actual accepted setup deviation should be given in a decision protocol.



Modern linear accelerators nowadays all have amorphous silicon type of EPIDs.



EPID image showing the movement of the prostate (markers) and bony anatomy
after applying an online matching procedure of the field border. Note the
differences in movement!



•Portal imaging gives quantitative information about patient positioning. Analysis of
portal images of patients immobilized using various devices or techniques will give data
of random and systematic set‐up uncertainties of each approach, giving insight in the
reproducibility of patient positioning using these methods

•When using portal imaging online or offline set‐up correction rules are needed in which
action levels, frequency of measurement and responsibilities are defined

•CTV‐PTV margins account for set‐up uncertainties and therefore have to be adjusted if
necessary

•If the CTV‐PTV margin is different from the one applied during the planning process, it
may be necessary to make a new plan based on the new margin



The two planar images do not allow 3D reconstruction of the target volume. For
treatment verification therefore surrogates (bony anatomy or implanted radio‐opaque
markers) are used.



Planar kV imaging has several possibilities that make it attractive as a real‐time and
integrated process of set‐up verification



When planar kV imaging is applied, the image quality is better compared to MV (portal)
imaging when using bony anatomy or implanted radio‐opaque markers. Note that the
planar kV images represent anatomy in planes that are in non‐conventional directions
through the body, while MV (portal) images generally give information in sagittal and
coronal planes.



The main difference between conventional CT and cone‐beam CT is that during
one rotation information is obtained in CBCT in a volume instead of a single slice.



Courtesy J. Pouliot, University of California San Francisco, Comprehensive Cancer Center.
MV CBCT does not require additional equipment; the actual treatment beam (at a very
low dose rate) is used for imaging, which may also be advantageous for alignment.
Disadvantages are that the image quality is less good compared to kV CBCT, and the
patient dose maybe higher. Also the longevity of the flat panel might be limited.



kV cone‐beam scanning requires a kV X‐ray unit and an additional flat panel
imager mounted on the gantry of the accelerator. The advantage of kV CBCT
compared to MV CBCT is that soft tissue can be visualised, and therefore in
many cases the target volume and no surrogate such as bony anatomy is
required for treatment verification. The advantage compared to planar kV
imaging is that it is a 3D volumetric imaging method. The software allows CT‐CT
registration; i.e. similar type of information can directly be compared.
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Here we see two scans: the CBCT scan in green and the planning CT (reference)
scan in purple. The mismatch is visible in the three projections.



This shows the bony anatomy match after the rotations have been converted into
translations.



In purple the reference (planning) CT scan is given, which is used for treatment
planning, while in green a cone‐beam CT scans is shown. White structures mean
that the two scans are matching each other. If you align one structure, the other
structures do not necessarily align. This picture shows a lot of green and purple,
so there is a need for choices for alignment



In a similar way as 4D CT information is obtained, it is possible to acquire 4D CBCT
images. By correcting for motion artifacts, introduced during CBCT image acquisition,
CBCT image quality will be suitable for tumor matching.



The bony anatomy in the planning CT and CBCT have been matched. Note that the GTV
and PTV as outlined in the planning CT do not cover the position of the tumor during the
actual treatment.



The tumor is matched for a number of breathing phases using a grey value registration
on the tumor itself and assessed. If the match has been correctly performed in all phases
the tumor remains still and the patient anatomy moves. The patient setup can now be
adjusted, if necessary.



Having a CT scanner in the treatment room is effective for hypo‐fractionated treatments.
The efficiency for daily positioning of patient treatments having a conventional
fractionation regime is, however, questionable. It is an expensive option considering the
idle‐time of equipment and the ample space that is needed.



Helical tomotherapy requires no surrogate for imaging of the anatomy; soft tissue
visualization is possible, although the image quality is not as good as during kV imaging.
Because similar 3D volumetric imaging information is available, the software allows
planning (kV) CT – verification (MV) CT registration.



An advantage of ultra‐sound compared to other in‐room verification methods is that it is
relatively inexpensive and does not require ionising radiation. Also no surrogate is
required because soft tissue visualization is possible. A disadvantage is that the CT‐
contour is often not equal to the ultra‐sound structure and there is an important inter‐
user variability.



Prototypes of an MR scanner incorporated into an accelerator (left) or in
combination with 3 cobalt units (right) are currently built.









Many types of in vivo dosimetry systems available, but point detectors such as
thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLDs) and diodes are the most popular dosimeters.
More recently the use of metal oxide field effect transistors (MOSFETs) and optically
stimulated luminescence dosimeters (OSLDs) for routine in vivo dosimetry purposes
has also been investigated. An overview of their characteristics and a number of
clinical applications can be found in a recent IAEA TECDOC: “Development of
procedures for in vivo dosimetry in radiotherapy”.



TLD is a well‐established technique, used for several applications in radiotherapy such as
mailed dosimetry, inter‐institution dose comparisons, measurements in phantoms, and
in vivo dosimetry on patients. TLDs are also useful for those applications where small
dosimeters are required, e.g. in the areas of high dose gradients, to record the dose to
critical organs, or for in vivo dose verification in brachytherapy. TLD equipment

needed for in vivo dosimetry such as readers, annealing ovens, and dosimeters are
available in many radiotherapy hospitals in developing countries. A disadvantage of TLDs
is that there is no online readout available during treatment delivery.



These pictures are taken from a recent IAEA TECDOC: “Development of procedures for in
vivo dosimetry in radiotherapy”.



MOSFET dosimeters provide for fast readout of the dose. In addition, the information is
permanently stored in the MOSFET. Therefore, total accumulated dose over the
treatment course can be obtained. Their main advantage is the small size. This makes
them very useful for measurements in high dose gradient regions, typical, for example,
in brachytherapy. It also allows them to be easily inserted inside body cavities without
causing too much discomfort to the patient. They do not require connection to the
reader during the irradiation time, which

eliminates the cables running across the treatment room. Their disadvantage is a limited
lifetime. MOSFET dosimeters are relatively new in radiotherapy as compared to TLDs and
diodes. Their accuracy has been reported to be similar to diodes and somewhat better
than

TLDs when used under controlled laboratory conditions.



Courtesy to Best Medical Canada. This new wireless system is entirely software driven
allowing for complete control of one or more systems from a remote PC. The system
consists of remote monitoring dose verification software, wall‐mounted BlueTooth™
wireless transceiver, and a small reader module that acts as a channel between the
MOSFET and software. Up to five separate MOSFETs or one linear array with 5 MOSFETs
can be plugged into one module. This provides easy mobility within the treatment room.
The PC is online with the reader module and MOSFETs and the dose is obtained in real‐
time.



OSDLs are generally made of Al2O3 powder coated on a substrate in the form of ‘dots’.
They are used in a passive mode registering an integrated dose, similarly to TLDs. Since
the method of reading uses optically stimulated luminescence, the reading process is
much simpler and less time consuming than for TLDs. In addition, the Al2O3 material can
be read multiple times, which may prove advantageous in the case of measurements
which may appear suspect.



Courtesy to Landauer. OSLDs present several favourable characteristics such as good
readout reproducibility, temperature independence and little

long term fading. Special attention needs to be paid to the significant rapid fading of the
signal during the first few minutes after the dosimeter irradiation. After having received
a dose of the order of a few grays, OSLD sensitivity exhibits strong dependence on the
accumulated dose and, consequently, the dosimeter response changes significantly. Thus
OSLDs have a rather short useful lifetime and they need to be replaced frequently.
However, if bleaching is carefully carried out, the OSLDs can be reused several times. No
cables are required for OSLDs in a passive mode.



Diodes are useful in radiation dosimetry because of their high radiation sensitivity
relative to the ionization volume. Therefore the measuring volume can be very small,
leading to good spatial resolution. Diodes offer several advantages for clinical dosimetry
‐ high sensitivity, real‐time read‐out, simple instrumentation, robustness and air
pressure independence. However, diodes are subject to a number of influence factors
including temperature dependence and for a rigorous system consideration needs to be
given to all of these.



Patients were planned with a 3D treatment planning system using a home‐made MU
calculation programme. Generally two measurements per patient of entrance and exit
dose were made, of which the dose delivered to the reference point was derived. A
comparison was then made of the measured dose with the prescribed dose. If the action
level was exceeded a third measurement was performed, and the origin of the deviation
investigated.



EPID images were made during all in vivo dosimetry measurements to verify the position
of the diodes. The EPID image at the right shows the entrance diode (larger) and exit
diode (smaller). They should not overlap to avoid shadowing of the exit diode by the
entrance diode. Both diodes should not be too close to the edge of the field. Note also
the prototype of EPID used at that time (end 80‐ties/early 90‐ties) in the left image.



If the deviation was larger than 2.5%, then the origin of the difference was traced. These
deviations were mainly related to: approximations in the monitor unit calculation
program, the choice of the dose specification point for wedged beams, the dose
calculation behind a femoral head, the performance of the accelerator and differences in
patient geometry during irradiation and planning.



From ESTRO Booklet # 5. Entrance dose measurements of mastectomy patients showed
a 3.5% systematic deviation from the expected value. An investigation of possible causes
revealed errors in the output factors used to calculate monitor units in quarter fields
(3/4 blocked field).



Table taken from the IAEA TECDOC: “DEVELOPMENT OF PROCEDURES FOR IN VIVO
DOSIMETRY IN RADIOTHERAPY”, Final report of an IAEA Coordinated Research
Project



Table taken from the IAEA TECDOC: “DEVELOPMENT OF PROCEDURES FOR IN VIVO
DOSIMETRY IN RADIOTHERAPY”, Final report of an IAEA Coordinated Research
Project



This slide shows a modern accelerator with amorphous silicon (a‐Si) type of EPID.



At NKI‐AVL all IMRT treatments are verified with EPID dosimetry using a back‐projection
model. The algorithm accounts for the inverse‐square law, attenuation of the beam
between the exit plane and the reconstruction plane (estimated from CT data), and
three types of scattered radiation (within the EPID, from the patient to the EPID, and
within the patient). The algorithm also takes couch attenuation and changes in EPID
sensitivity with time into account. The planned and reconstructed dose distributions are
compared for each beam in a plane through the isocentre perpendicular to the beam
direction.



An alert is raised to potential clinical errors when criteria based on the γ‐index (3.0% of
the maximum dose per field and 3.0 mm distance) are surpassed. The mean γ‐value
(γmean), the maximum 1% γ value (γmax1%) and the percentage of points with γ>1
(Pγ>1) are calculated within the 20% isodose line of each field. The alert criteria depend
on the tumour site and are for prostate cancer verification:

•γmean > 0.5, i.e. when average differences exceed ± 1.5% or 1.5 mm

•γmax1% > 2.0, i.e. when maximum differences exceed ± 6.0% or 6.0 mm

•Pγ>1 > 15%, i.e. when more than 15% of points exceed 3.0% or 3.0 mm

•ΔDisoc > 3.0%, i.e. when the total dose at the isocentre deviates by more than 3.0%
from the prescribed dose



Results of the in vivo EPID dosimetry verification of an IMRT treatment of a head‐and‐
neck cancer patient. The deviation between the planned and delivered dose at the
isocentre is outside the action criterion, as indicated by the red dot, and shown by the
red areas in the gamma images.



A comparison of the planning CT scan (purple) with the cone‐beam, CT scan (green)
showed that the post‐operative cavity, which was filled up with fluid when making the
planning CT scan, was removed during treatment. As a result of the in vivo dose
measurements a new treatment plan was created for this patient



VMAT is a complex technique in which gantry speed, field shape and dose‐rate are all
continuously variable during gantry rotation. Treatment parameters are even less
intuitive to users than for conventional IMRT. VMAT treatment planning uses a discrete
series of control points, which is intrinsically different from treatment delivery which is
continuous, and requires interpolation between planning control points. Consequently,
accurate verification is essential for a safe clinical implementation of VMAT.



For VMAT verification the total 3D dose distribution is reconstructed and compared with
the planned dose distribution using a 3D gamma evaluation, with 3% of the maximum
planned dose and 3 mm as dose difference and distance‐to‐agreement criteria,
respectively.



Various types of errors can be detected using in vivo dosimetry and a number of
examples are given, for instance, in the ESTRO booklet (“ Practical guidelines for the
implementation of in vivo dosimetry with diodes in external radiotherapy with
photon beams (entrance dose). ESTRO Booklet No.5, Brussels, Belgium, 2001), and
in the IAEA report (“ Development of procedures for in vivo dosimetry in
radiotherapy. TECDOC in preparation).



Since the clinical introduction of EPID dosimetry at NKI‐AVL in January 2005 to
July 2009 treatment plans of 4337 patients were verified. In 17 cases, major
deviations detected gave rise to an intervention. In seven cases patient anatomy
changes resulted in substantial dosimetric deviations due to weight loss (2),
(recovery from) atelectasis (2), patient contour change (2), and emptying of a
post‐operative cavity that was filled during the planning CT (see figure 1). In four
cases, the plan was flawed during transfer from the TPS to the treatment
machine (one human error and three system communication errors). In two
instances the fine‐tuning of parameters in the TPS were found to be sub‐optimal.
Two plans were accidentally modified in the R&V system just prior to delivery of
the first fraction. In one case, planning protocols were not obeyed, resulting in
an undeliverable plan. Finally, the linear accelerator failed to deliver one of the
segments of a step‐and‐shoot IMRT beam. A detailed analysis of the errors
detected by means of our EPID dosimetry programme has been published
recently.








